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1. Do you envisage that the Forestry Commission could play a greater role 
than it does at present in reducing greenhouse gas emissions or in alleviating 
or responding to the effects of climate change? If so, what suggestions would 
you make? 
 
Yes. I would suggest that the FC is in an exceptional position to play a greater 
role and that being such a large landowner is one of its greatest assets in 
being a more useful tool in the fight against climate change but the leasing out 
of any large forest blocks would in fact reduce this ability. The possibilities of 
entering into joint ventures to create renewable energy schemes would not 
only increase the area of land available to such schemes but would generate 
a source of income which the FC could then use directly in an increased tree 
planting scheme, especially in the creation of new native woodlands which 
would offer a much better carbon sequestration effect than a private, profit 
making conifer planting scheme. Joint ventures would also put the FC in an 
outstanding position in terms of taking forward wood-chip biomass power 
plants on a local scale, close to the sources of timber and working with the 
local councils and businesses to provide as near to carbon neutral energy as 
possible. 
 
2. Do you consider that either of the Government's consultation proposals (on 
entering into joint ventures and on leasing cutting rights) would enhance the 
Forestry Commission's role in dealing with greenhouse gas emissions and 
climate change? 
 
Joint Ventures: I believe that this proposal would hugely increase the role of 
both the FC and SG in dealing with these problems by enabling renewable 
energy projects to be undertaken on the NFE thereby reducing emissions and, 
at the same time, generating income which could be used directly by the FC 
to fund an increased level of tree planting to aid carbon sequestration. If such 
a proposal were accepted it would increase the FC's ability to contribute to the 
actions on combating climate change whilst effectively reducing the burden on 
the SG budget by allowing the FC to partly fund itself through the income 
generated by such joint ventures. 
 
Leasing Cutting Rights: I do not see any way in which this proposal could 
enhance the role of FC or the SG in dealing with emissions or climate change. 
A privately managed, leased forest would certainly offer no greater benefits to 
the actions on climate change than would a publicly owned, FC managed 
forest. On the other hand the proposal is to take the money generated from 
the lease and place it at the disposal of the government for such projects as 
tree planting and renewable energy projects, however, it has been stated that 
this money cannot be "ring-fenced" for such uses and, as such there is no 
guarantee that the money will ever make any contribution to the fight on 



climate change. It has also been stated that the money would be distributed 
for tree planting projects via the grants system such as SRDP but there has in 
fact been very little take up of the grants for tree planting in the recent past so 
the money may well sit there unused - why generate more money for a grant 
system which is struggling to give out grants when a state funded organisation 
such as the FC already exists and has the land, infrastructure and expertise 
for successful woodland creation projects - an established organisation will 
almost invariably offer better value for money than having to create and/or 
expand another department to try and give away an increased level of grant 
funding to landowners who seem not to want it anyway. 
 
3. Do you envisage any implications for nature conservation, biodiversity or 
recreational interests from the two proposals and, if so, what are they? 
 
I do not see any implications for the above areas through the Joint Ventures 
proposal as any such projects would be fully vetted by the relevant bodies 
(planning departments, SNH, SEPA etc) as they are for any works. I do 
however, see major implications for all 3 areas if the leasing proposal were to 
be passed: Nature Conservation and BiodiversityThe FC has, as part of it's 
remit, an obligation to conserve, manage and improve the biodiversity and 
nature conservation value of the NFE which it manages on behalf of the 
people of Scotland. To this end it has established a well known and respected 
wildlife management and conservation role which routinely works with other 
conservation organisations on projects which go well beyond any requirement 
of the statutory requirements of a forest management organisation. Off the top 
of my head the FC has participated in: Providing release sites and key habitat 
for re-introductions of Sea Eagles and Red Kites, provided important man-
made nest sites for Ospreys, provided a habitat for the up-coming trial re-
introduction of Beavers, working to save the endangered Black Grouse by 
sympathetic management of open areas and forest edge, created a nationally 
and internationally renowned deer management team and generally 
successfully managed commercial conifer plantations in a manner which is 
sympathetic to the needs of our native wildlife. How could a private investment 
company leasing the NFE hope to provide such benefits whilst returning a 
profit on their investment even with the grant funding which would have to be 
offered by the government as an incentive to do any of these things and what 
is the point of generating an income by leasing off the NFE if this income then 
has to be given back to the leasee to get them to provide conservation 
benefits already provided by the FC?  
 
Recreational Interests 
Obviously any right of access to the forest would be unaltered thanks to 
Scotland's world leading laws on this matter. However, what leasing 
organisation would create such diverse recreational opportunities as currently 
offered by the FC - walking, horse-riding, nature watching, tourism and of 
course the very well known mountain biking facilities across the country which 
has led to Scotland being ranked as one of the best mountain biking 
destinations in the world. The vast majority of these facilities are free to use 
and open to all thus offering an excellent help in the current battle against 



obesity and ill health. Many of these facilities would be lost under private 
forest management as they cost money and expertise to maintain. 
 
4. Do you believe there are any implications for rural employment from the two 
proposals and, if so, what are they? 
 
Yes. 
 
Joint Ventures: These may help to create short term employment directly on 
site during the construction phases as well as maintaining existing local 
businesses such as shops, accommodation facilities and contracting firms in 
the long term and create new permanent jobs in the management and 
maintenance of schemes such as wind farms, hydro-electric and small scale 
biomass power plants. 
 
Leasing: This would probably lead to a down-turn in rural employment as a 
leasing company would endeavour to do as little as possible to manage the 
forest successfully as the more people it employs and the more works it 
carries out the less profit it will make. The FC manages its forests under best 
practice guidelines and as such undertakes much work that a private 
company would deem unnecessary however these works improve the forest 
greatly in terms of nature conservation, biodiversity and recreation as well as 
providing vital rural employment at the same time. The FC also agrees to 
have a constant timber output throughout the year - this means that local 
contractors and, further afield, timber mills have a steady flow of work 
enabling them to maintain a full time work force, a private company would 
want to maximise the income from its timber sales and as such would only fell 
crops when the timber market was buoyant thus leading to peaks and troughs 
in the market and an unstable rural economy. One of the reasons for the FC 
being created was to bring stability to a volatile market and thus establish 
steady rural employment. 
 
5. Do you have any other views on these two proposals from the 
Government? 
 
Joint Ventures: As is obvious from my above comments I feel that this 
proposal offers excellent opportunities for the FC, the Scottish Government 
and on the behalf of Scotland as a whole in taking the negatives of climate 
change and changing them for positives in terms of lower emissions thanks to 
renewable energy schemes and increased carbon sequestration by increased 
tree planting on the NFE funded directly by the joint venture projects. There is 
also the opportunity to offer carbon trading by private companies paying for 
woodlands to be established to offset their own emissions, the FC, using the 
NFE, is in a prime position to become a source of long term income for this 
and future governments. At the same time, the FC could continue to provide 
its established, well known and recognised services for nature conservation, 
biodiversity and recreation but place a lesser burden on government funds 
and therefore the tax payer by the increased level of self funding. 
 



Leasing: This seems to me to provide, at best, a source of funding to try and 
persuade private landowners to plant trees by handing out government grants 
which, in the past, they haven't taken up and to provide more incentives and 
research funding to renewable energy which is already big business in its own 
right and is increasingly being funded by the multinational energy companies 
as they move themselves away from fossil fuel reliance. Why should the 
Scottish people give up one of the country's greatest assets in return for a 
short term (and short sighted?) quick and easy source of cash. Finally, the 
Minister has made a great point of saying that none of Scotland's publicly held 
land will be sold off, however, it seems that at the end of a leasing deal the 
leasee would not simply hand the land back but would want the government of 
the time to remunerate them for works carried out and improvements made, 
potentially an uneconomically viable amount - what is the difference between 
this and selling off land outright? 
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